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Structured surfaces give rise to novel and potentially useful properties such as controllable wettability
and structural colour. Here, we demonstrate structured surfaces via reversible surface wrinkling in
liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs). A thin polymer film deposited on top of a shape-responsive LCE
exhibits a reversible, periodic surface wrinkling pattern in response to temperature changes. The
orientation of the wrinkles depends on the orientation of the nematic director and the temperature at
which the bilayer is prepared, and the wrinkles can be re-oriented in a single sample by heating or
cooling the sample above or below the preparation temperature. We show that this bilayer system can
be used to measure the modulus of nanoscale thin poly(styrene) films deposited on the LCE.
Additionally, when a micron-thick polymer film is deposited on top of an LCE, the bilayer exhibits
reversible curling with temperature. This system provides a simple method for measuring the
mechanical properties of thin polymer films without the need for clamping and mechanical stretching
and provides a new approach to generate reversible, microstructured surfaces.

Introduction
Periodic surface structures lead to novel properties and functionality. Some well-known examples from nature include
structural colors in hummingbird feathers1 and butterfly wings2
as well as the self-cleaning properties of the lotus leaf.3 Surface
wrinkles have been used for over two decades to measure the
forces generated by cells moving across a surface,4–6 and more
recent work has taken advantage of mechanically induced
surface wrinkling patterns to characterize the mechanical properties of nanoscale thin films.7,8 Additionally, superhydrophobic
surfaces9 and surfaces with reversible wettability10 can be fabricated by controlling the surface topography.
Here, we report surface wrinkling in liquid crystal elastomers
(LCEs), which exhibit large, spontaneous shape changes in
response to temperature. LCEs are rubbery polymeric networks
with long-range orientational and/or positional order.11,12 Crosslinking of a poly(methylhydrosiloxane) (PHMS) polymer functionalized with liquid crystal molecules, also known as mesogens,
results in a rubbery network with anisotropic mechanical properties and stimuli-responsive behaviour. In particular, LCEs can
change shape reversibly in response to light,13–15 temperature,16,17
and electric fields.18–20 Shape-changes in monodomain LCEs,
which have a uniformly aligned liquid crystal (LC) director, can
range from 10% to 400% of the initial LCE size.
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We envisioned that LCEs could be used to generate reversible,
periodic, and oriented surface patterns in response to modest
temperature changes. Surface wrinkles induced by temperature
changes have been reported using a poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS)21 and shape-memory polymers,22 but LCEs offer fully
reversible shape-changes. Other approaches for inducing surface
wrinkling in elastomers include mechanical strain7,8 and osmotic
stresses from solvent swelling.23–26 Surface wrinkles can also be
produced in thin films of liquid crystal polymer without the use
of an elastomer.27
Herein, we show that LCEs provide a reliable substrate for
generating reversible surface wrinkles. Surface wrinkling can be
induced in LCE–poly(styrene) (PS) bilayers by both increasing
and decreasing temperature, and wrinkles can be re-oriented in
a single sample by heating or cooling above the temperature at
which the bilayer was prepared. Furthermore, surface wrinkles in
LCEs can be used to measure the moduli of nanoscale thin PS
films, down to a thickness of 30 nm. Finally, deposition of
a micrometer-thick PS film on top of the LCE gives an elastomer
which reversibly curls over a small (30–50  C) temperature range.

Result and discussion
Bilayers composed of a thin polymeric film on top of a thick and
deformable PDMS substrate exhibit surface wrinkling patterns
in response to mechanical deformation. The patterns result from
the in-plane compressive strain at the substrate–film interface
and represent a compromise between the energy required to bend
the stiff film and deform the PDMS substrate.7,28,29 We envisioned that spontaneous shape-changes in LCEs in response to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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external stimuli (heat) could be used to generate the in-plane
compressible strain needed to induce wrinkling instability. To
test this, uniformly aligned, side-chain nematic LCEs were
prepared by the two-step crosslinking method.30 Briefly, the
hydrosilylation reaction of a vinyl terminated mesogen and
a diacrylate crosslinker (10 mol%) with PHMS results in a lightly
crosslinked LC network with uniform alignment due to strain
imposed during crosslinking (Fig. 1). Alignment is confirmed by
polarized optical microscopy and by the reversible shape-change
of the LCE with temperature (Fig. 2). Monodomain LCEs
spontaneously change shape as a function of temperature due to
the temperature dependent order parameter of the LC mesogens,
and the shape change is fully reversible on both heating and
cooling the sample. Next, nanoscale PS films were prepared by
spin-casting a 0.25–3 wt% PS solution (Mw ¼ 271 kg mol1,
polydispersity ¼ 1.02, Polymer Standards Service-USA Inc) onto
a silicon substrate cleaned by UV-ozone treatment. To transfer
the PS film to the LCE substrate, the LCE was gently placed on
top of the PS film, immersed in water at a fixed temperature for
10 hours, and then peeled off and dried under vacuum. This
method can be used to prepare LCE–PS bilayers with different
PS film thicknesses and at different preparation temperatures.
To test whether surface wrinkling could be induced with
temperature changes in LCE bilayers, we prepared two PS–LCE
bilayer samples, both with a 30 nm PS film and a 0.36 mm thick
LCE. The first sample was prepared by film transfer at 30  C and
the second at 60  C. Surface wrinkling in both of these samples
was monitored using optical microscopy equipped with a homebuilt heat stage. As shown in Fig. 3, the sample prepared at 30  C
is uniform at room temperature but exhibits surface wrinkling
when the temperature is increased to 40  C. As the temperature
increases, the LC order parameter decreases and the LCE
spontaneously deforms, with contraction along the director (and
dilation in the perpendicular directions) resulting in surface
wrinkles above a critical strain (approximately 5%, achieved at
40  C). Conversely, for the sample prepared at 60  C, surface
wrinkles oriented parallel to the nematic director appear upon
cooling the sample. The LC order parameter increases as the

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic and structure of polysiloxane based side-chain
LCE. (b) Optical microscopy images of LCE between crossed polarizers
with the nematic director n oriented at (i) 0  C and (ii) 45  C with respect
to crossed polarizers. Scale bars represent 50 mm.
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Fig. 2 Shape change of LCE (10% crosslinking density) with temperature. L║: normalized LCE dimension parallel to director; Lt: normalized
LCE dimension perpendicular to director. Normalization was done w.r.t.
corresponding isotropic lengths. The inset images show the shape change
monitored at 35 and 90  C under crossed polarizers. Scale bars represent
80 mm.

Fig. 3 Optical microscopy images of the top surface of LCE bilayer
samples prepared at (a) 30  C and at (b) 60  C along with schematic
images of the surface wrinkling instability. n represents the orientation of
LCE nematic director, and all scale bars represent 10 mm.

temperature is decreased, resulting in a spontaneous elongational
strain in the direction parallel to the global nematic director (and
compressive stress normal to the director). For both cases, the
wavelength of the surface wrinkles is independent of temperature
above the critical strain.
While previous work has demonstrated temperature-induced
surface wrinkling,21,22 LCE bilayers uniquely enable the reversible reorientation of wrinkles with temperature in a single
sample. As shown in Fig. 4a, an LCE–PS bilayer (35 nm PS and
0.36 mm LCE) prepared at 50  C is uniform at 50  C but exhibits
surface wrinkles parallel to the nematic director if the sample is
cooled below the preparation temperature. Conversely, if the
sample is heated above the preparation temperature (to 60  C)
surface wrinkles appears oriented perpendicular to the nematic
director. This response is fully reversible with temperature.
While relatively small temperature changes (20–30  C) below
the glass-transition temperature Tg of the PS film give reversible
surface wrinkling patterns, larger temperature changes over
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 7138–7142 | 7139
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Fig. 4 Optical microscopy images of the top surface of a PS–LCE
bilayer (a) prepared at 50  C (scale bars: 5 mm) and (b) prepared at 30  C
(scale bars: 10 mm). In (a), wrinkles are re-oriented in a single sample by
heating or cooling past the preparation temperature. In (b), wrinkles are
reoriented by heating to the Tg of PS, annealing the sample, and then
cooling. n represents the orientation of LCE nematic director.

a range that exceeds the Tg of the PS film can also be used to erase
and re-orient surface wrinkles. To demonstrate this, a 50 nm PS
thin film was transferred onto the LCE substrate at 30  C and
subsequently heated to the Tg (105  C) of the PS film (Fig. 4b).
Surface wrinkles oriented perpendicular to the nematic director
appear at temperatures below the Tg, but upon annealing the
sample near the Tg of PS, surface wrinkles are ‘erased’ due to
viscoelastic flow of the PS film. The surface becomes uniform
after annealing for approximately 30 minutes, and on subsequent
cooling surface wrinkles reappear oriented parallel to the
nematic director. One drawback of this technique is that large
temperature variations are associated with large strains that can
cause cracking or delamination of the PS films (see examples in
ESI†). Similar phenomena have been reported in previous
studies.31–35 The formation of cracks in the top PS film makes the
LCE based wrinkling instability reversible only for small strain
values (<5%), but the modulus of the top polymer film and the
nematic-to-isotropic transition temperature of the LCE can be
tuned to target a desired temperature range.
Surface wrinkles in bilayer samples are a type of Euler buckling instability36 where the stiff, thin film (PS in the present study)
is in contact with a softer and thicker substrate; compressive
stress leads to more favourable short wavelength displacements
in-comparison to simple bowing. The wavelength of the surface
wrinkles can be quantitatively described using the Euler–Bernoulli beam-bending equation7,37,38 with the assumption that the
polymer film is significantly thinner than the LCE substrate and
has a substantially greater modulus. As shown in eqn (1), the
wavelength l of the surface wrinkling patterns depends on the
film thickness h, the film plane-strain modulus Ef ¼ Ef/(1  n2f ),
where Ef and nf are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for
the film, respectively, and the substrate plane-strain modulus
Es ¼ Es/(1  n2s), where Es and ns are the Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of substrate, respectively.
7140 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 7138–7142
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The relationship in eqn (1) forms the basis of the technique
known as strain-induced elastic buckling instability for
mechanical measurements (SIEBIMM)8 and enables calculation
of the thin film modulus via measurement of the wavelength of
surface wrinkles and the modulus of the deformable substrate.
This method has been used to characterize the properties of
a variety of materials, including metal films,40 polymer
brushes,41,42 polymer nanocomposites,43 carbon nanotubes,44
among others.7 Here, we will apply SIEBIMM to measure the
modulus of the nanoscale PS films and to test whether the relationship between the surface wrinkle wavelength and film
modulus follows eqn (1). The elastic modulus of the LCE
substrate was measured with a dynamic mechanical analyzer
(DMA-Q800) and found to be 0.24 MPa. Using the same LCE
sample, we tested PS film thicknesses ranging in thickness from
30 nm up to 400 nm (Fig. 5). Samples were prepared at room
temperature and heated to 40  C to create surface wrinkles, and
the wavelength of surface wrinkles was measured with an optical
microscope. As shown in Fig. 5a and b, the wavelength increases
linearly with PS film thickness and varies from 2 mm up to 40 mm
over this PS film thickness range. By applying eqn (1), we find
that for film thicknesses greater than 100 nm, the measured
modulus is in good quantitative agreement with the bulk PS
modulus of 3.5 GPa.8,45 At film thicknesses below 50 nm, we
observe a drop in the film modulus, similar to what has been
previously observed in SIEBIMM measurements.39,46 These data
indicate that LCEs are reliable substrates for measurement of
polymer moduli via SIEBIMM without the need for clamping the
sample.
Above a critical thickness of the PS film (for 0.36 mm thick
LCE), surface wrinkling is no longer favoured. Instead, due to

Fig. 5 (a) Optical microscopy images showing wrinkling patterns of
PS–LCE bilayers with varying PS film thicknesses, measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry and indicated by the number at the top of each
image. Dependence of wrinkling wavelength (b) and elastic modulus (c)
on the PS film thickness. The data points and error bars were evaluated
by repeating each measurement six times. Scale bars represent 10 mm for
all images shown. The experimental data for PS–PDMS bilayers shown
were reported by Vogt et al.39 and were acquired by mechanically
straining the bilayer sample.
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crosslinked elastomer is stretched by applying a load and then
annealed at room temperature for several days. This results in
uniform orientation of director along the stretching direction.
For this study, LCEs with 10% crosslinking density were used.
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Fig. 6 (a) PS–LCE which reversibly curls with temperature and (b)
curvature of PS–LCE bilayer as a function of number of heating and
cooling cycles. PS film and LCE substrate were 986 nm and 0.36 mm in
thickness, respectively. Curvature was measured by taking images of the
LCE sample during heating and cooling cycles and processing the images
using ImageJ 1.440.

the elongational anisotropy of the PS and LCE films, PS–LCE
bilayers exhibit reversible curling. This was observed for a bilayer
sample prepared at room temperature with a 986 nm thick PS
film and 0.36 mm thick LCE. While initially flat at room
temperature, the bilayer reversibly curls over a temperature
range of 30–80  C, near the nematic-to-isotropic transition
temperature (TNI) of the LCE (see Fig. 6 and video in ESI†). The
LCE curling phenomenon is found to be very reversible (Fig. 6b),
with only slight hysteresis is observed after subjecting the sample
to several heating and cooling cycles. This response analogous to
the bending and twisting of elastomers by non-homogeneous
swelling47 and the reversible curling in metallic bilayer strips,48–52
where the curvature of bilayer is proportional to the difference in
elongation of the two layers. An advantage of the PS–LCE
bilayer system is the large strains that are achieved over
a temperature range of approximately 30–50  C. The performance is comparable to those demonstrated in dielectric elastomer actuators (strains up to 300% have been reported by
applying an electric field of 420 MV m1)53,54 but can be achieved
with temperature changes instead of external voltages.

Experimental
Synthesis of LCE
The LCEs were synthesized by the previously reported two-step
crosslinking method.19 Briefly, LC (mesogen) monomer, crosslinker, and PHMS (Fig. 1) are dissolved in toluene along with
platinum catalyst dichloro(1,5-cyclooctadiene)platinum(II).
First, partial crosslinking is achieved by heating the reaction
mixture for several hours. In a second step, the partially
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

In summary, we have demonstrated that LCEs can be used to
generate reversible, periodic surface patterns. Surface wrinkles
spontaneously develop with temperature changes due to the
temperature dependent shape of the LCE substrate, and the
orientation of the surface wrinkles is either parallel or perpendicular to the nematic director, depending on the sample preparation conditions and direction of temperature change. Surface
wrinkles can be reoriented in a single sample by heating and
cooling beyond the sample preparation temperature. LCEs can
be used to accurately measure the moduli of nanoscale polymer
films via SIEBIMM, and above a critical thickness ratio of PS
film to LCE substrate the PS–LCE bilayer exhibits reversible
curling with temperature. In addition to measuring thin-film
moduli by SIEBIMM, polymer–LCE bilayers are potentially
useful for nanoparticle assembly and as polymeric actuators.
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